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ABSTRACT Virtual Reality headsets have evolved to include unprecedented display quality. Meantime,
they have become light-weight, wireless and low-cost, which has opened to new applications and a much
wider audience. Photo-based omnidirectional imaging has also developed, becoming directly exploitable for
VR, with their combination proven suitable for: remote visits and realistic scene reconstruction, operator’s
training and control panels, surveillance and e-tourism. There is however a limited amount of scientific
work assessing VR experience and user’s performance in photo-based environment representations. This
paper focuses on assessing the effect of photographic realism in VR when observing real places through
a VR headset, for two different pixel-densities of the display, environment types and familiarity levels.
Our comparison relies on the observation of static three-dimensional and omnidirectional photorealistic
views of environments. The aim is to gain an insight about how photographic texture can affect perceived
realness, sense of presence and provoked emotions, as well as perception of image-lighting and actual space
dimension (true-dimension). Two user studies are conducted based on subjective rating and measurements
given by users to a number of display and human factors. The display pixel-density affected the perceived
image-lighting and prevailed over better lighting specs. The environment illumination and distance to objects
generally played a stronger role than display. The environment affected the perceived image-lighting, spatial
presence, depth impression and specific emotions. Distances to a set of objects were generally accurately
estimated. Place familiarity enhanced perceived realism and presence. They confirmed some previous
studies, but also introduced new elements.

INDEX TERMS Extended reality, head mounted displays, photorealism, visualization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Telepresence is a fascinating concept that has stimulated
human fantasy and inspired projects from a long time [1].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Andrea F. Abate .

It often refers to tele-exploration and tele-operation and
applies to many fields [2], [3]. There is today a formidable
opportunity to take experience of remote places to an entirely
new level thanks to latest progress in camera and display
systems, and to the newly available Virtual Reality (VR)
headsets (also known as Head Mounted Displays - HMDs),
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FIGURE 1. Conceptual illustration of photorealistic panoramic viewing
using Virtual Reality headsets.

providing great mobility and visual performance at much
lower cost. This, together with the new needs for telework
and teleoperation, has brought a renewed interest towards
more effective ways to enhance telepresence using VR
technologies.

The new VR headsets feature wide field-of-view (FOV),
high image quality, a great sense of isolation from the sur-
rounding space, and can naturally benefit from using new
360 deg. camera views. VR headsets can be used to pro-
vide immersive observation of remote objects and locations,
including cities, landscapes, houses, and merchandise. They
can complement or replace the actual viewing experience,
being used as well for pre-viewing and re-viewing scenes
at any time. The figure 1 shows a conceptual illustration of
VR-headset photorealistic viewing.

We know from the VR literature that the more immersive
the telepresence experience is, the more effective a task per-
formance is expected to be [5], e.g. in cases of psychomotor
tasks [6], immersive analytics [7] and decision making [8].
However, it is not always straightforward how to maximize
telepresence. It seems to be relevantly about the provided
sense of presence, which in turn calls for a number of ele-
ments to contribute effectively to the provided experience.

A relevant element that plays a fundamental role in many
applications, and towards presence too, is realism [9], [10].
This indicates similarity to everyday life experience. For
VR systems, visual realism is of major relevance, referring
to the natural viewing experience. A vivid, undistorted and
correctly proportioned visual impression will enhance real-
ism, but this objective can be hard to achieve as it calls for
effective system and application design. Among main system
elements that affect visual realism: image acquisition, pro-
cessing algorithms, and visualizationmedium.Human factors
also play a role and can be affected by those system elements
as well as user previous experiences [11]. We find limited
literature assessing immersive observations of photographed
environments and providing guidelines. A main reason being
that extensive omnidirectional high-resolution capture is a
very recent achievement.

The aim of this work is to investigate the contribution
provided by photographic images when observing real places

through a VR headset, in terms of perceived image-lighting
and human sensations (visual realism, presence, emotions,
depth perception).We look at the role played by three specific
elements: display, environment, and familiarity. For display
we focus on the role played by pixel-density on perceived
image lighting by experimenting with two different displays.
For environment we focus on spatial perception and on the
effects of illumination by experimenting with two different
environments. For familiarity we focus on the role played
by previous knowledge by experimenting with two groups of
people.

Section II briefly introduces the relevant VR technologies
and the state of the art. Section III presents the proposed
investigation and measures. Section IV describes the design
of our user studies including materials and procedures. The
outcome of our experiments is presented and discussed in
sections V, VI and VII, according to the research questions.
Conclusions are drawn in section VIII.

II. VR AND VISUAL REALISM
A. VR HEADSETS AND 360 CAMERAS
There has been a great development in VR headsets since
2012with newer systems featuringwider displays, higher res-
olution, lower cost, and wireless connection. Parallel to latest
VR headsets development there has been that of 360 cameras.
The reason being VR headsets naturally fit with omnidirec-
tional viewing, through head-rotation. The most interesting
type of such camera systems (and also the most expensive)
are now capable of acquiring stereoscopic-3D (S3D) images,
e.g. [12]. S3D is a viewing capability VR headsets naturally
support through separate displays [13]. A 360-camera view
can also be generated with standard (not 360) 2D/3D cam-
eras, but this calls for acquisition and processing of several
photographs [4], [15], [14]. Latest developments in 360/3D
cameras have made easier the capture of compelling pho-
torealistic views for VR use, with great potential towards
providing a high-level of visual realism. This has made
easier the adoption of photographs and video to represent
VR environments, opening to a wide use of photorealistic
VR environment representations. The use of photographic
images in VR is in contrast with the so far mainstream use
of computer graphics to generate VR images (through the
processing of modelling and rendering). This has resulted in
having most literature works assessing visual realism over
synthetic images.

B. VISUAL REALISM IN VR
VR headsets have demonstrated being able to provide and
sustain immersion and VR experience, e.g. in terms of pres-
ence and emotions, capitalizing on the portrayed image qual-
ity [16] and viewing setup [13], [17]. Literature works have
focused on: (a) elements contributing to high-fidelity image
reproduction and visual realism, e.g. the role played by dis-
play resolution [18] and illumination [19], and S3D view-
ing [20], [21]; (b) the effects of image-quality and visual
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realism in terms of presence, emotions, and depth percep-
tion [19] [22]. Interestingly, visual realism is also being
investigated in relation to data visualization, e.g. geospatial
information [23] and immersive analytics [7]. Experiments in
literature are nowadays mainly performed on HMD systems.
Alternatively, we find the use of 3D desktops, 3DTVs and
wall screens. Visual realism is mainly assessed on synthetic
images, while only few works use photographic texture.

1) CAMERA, DISPLAY, IMAGE QUALITY, REALISM
Visual realism is investigated by Janssen et al. [24] and
Ijsselsteijn et al. [20] in terms of image quality, which is
claimed to be determined by usefulness and naturalness,
a concept only partially shared by Kuijsters et al. [19], who
conclude that naturalness may not contribute to image qual-
ity [22], [25]. Ferwerda [26] and Hagen [27] analyze the role
of visual and photographic realism towards achieving a more
realistic response.

Several works relate realism to different image ele-
ments. Some authors investigate S3D camera parameters
most related to viewing setup. Ijsselsteijn et al. [20] focus
on camera baseline, convergence and focal-length / FOV,
and discusses their contribution to naturalness; whereas
Banks et al. [28] focus on the appropriate matching between
the camera’s focal-length and image sensor-size, with dis-
play’s viewing distance and screen size, and they discuss
their contribution to veridical visual perception (intended as
faithful representation of dimensions).

Lens and display geometry are also regarded relevant fac-
tors, as optical flow changes when display peripheral geome-
try is deformed by the optics, causing viewing and perspective
distortions [21].

Some authors investigate camera parameters most related
to image lighting. Kuijsters et al. [19] focus on color, contrast
and texture, and discuss their contribution both to image
quality and depth perception. Tiiro [29] and Pardo et al. [30]
focus on color, shadows, texture and definition, to bring
realism into VR scenes. Bowman et al. [18] address resolu-
tion. Slater et al. [31], [32], Palad [33], Gu et al. [34], address
vivideness and sharpness.

Many authors have more recently focused on automatic
objective image quality assessments with works exploiting
deep learning techniques applied to images and videos, e.g.
[35]. This approach, typically aimed at better streaming, can
run automatically and does not require user studies. It needs
parameters training, though.

2) VISUAL REALISM AND PRESENCE
Visual realism often refers to different degrees of immer-
sion and may contribute to a higher sense of presence.
Literature works have discussed visual realism contri-
bution to presence. Witmer et al. [9] discuss its role,
whereas Shubert et al. [36] consider experienced realism a
key element of the Igroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ).
Interrante et al. [37] consider presence the main reason for

accurate distance estimation in their photorealistic virtual
environment, whereas Ijsselsteijn et al. [38] discuss presence
in relation stereoscopic-3D and camera parameters. More
recently, Ling et al. [39] discuss 2D and 3D viewing, FOV,
center-of-projection and vantage points, and their effect over
perceived presence; whereas Hvass et al. [40] discuss the
effect of geometrical realism over presence.

3) VISUAL REALISM AND EMOTIONS
Presence is also connected to visual realism through its effect
over provoked emotions and sensations [41]. It seems that the
effect of immersion over emotions may depend on the type
of the emotion [16], with some authors relating immersion to
arousing emotions such as fear and anxiety [17], and other
demonstrating its positive effect over non-arousing emotions
such as joy, relaxation, sadness and satisfaction [42]. The
work of Banos et al. [42] also discuss the use of colors,
reflections and natural sceneries to assess sadness, anxiety,
joy, relaxation, and satisfactions, in realistically portrayed
virtual environments. Seagull et al. [43], on the other hand,
focus on assessing the perceived physical fidelity through
quality of experience, satisfaction and enjoyability. Finally,
Hakkinen et al. [44] underline how S3D image quality can
affect emotions.

4) VISUAL REALISM AND DEPTH PERCEPTION
Vision is the main human sensory modality, the sen-
sorial input we believe the most, and with a demon-
strated ability towards perceiving object location in 3D-VR
space [44], [45], [46]. Visual realism has therefore also been
studied in terms of its contribution to distance perception
and estimation, which are claimed to be key elements in
realistic VR viewing [47], [48]. Image quality and its relation
to depth perception have gathered wide interest in the last
decade, thanks also to the development and marketing of
3DTVs. There has been a research focus on picture and depth
quality and their effects to naturalness and presence. The
work of Kuijsters et al. [19] discusses contribution of S3D to
naturalness and depth perception. The work of Li et al. [49]
focuses on the role of the FOV towards distance judgments,
whereas the work of Li et al. [50] focuses on the role of
human peripheral vision. Literature works have also focused
on depth perception and distance estimation, and established
connection between stereoscopic-3D viewing and user’s per-
formance in a number of applications of VR for telepresence
and teleoperation [38], [51], [52].

5) VISUAL REALISM AND VIRTUAL VS REAL VIEWING
Some literature works focus on comparing real viewing to
realistic visual replicas [53], [54], [55] and high-fidelity and
faithfully-sized replicas [37], [56], and non-photorealistic
replicas [57]. The work of Interrante et al. [37] discusses
the effect of photorealism and realistically portrayed dimen-
sions to distance estimation. It associates users’ performance
in estimating distances correctly to the perceived sense of
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presence and contribution of visual calibration (occurring
when the correspondent real environments are also observed).

6) VISUAL REALISM AND SENSE OF PLACE
The user’s perceived sense of place during observation is
reinforced by prior knowledge of the shown environment.
This has been confirmed in case of VR environments [11]
and 3D geo-visualization [58]. There is a relation between
emotion and sense of presence, which can alter place percep-
tion [59]. Julin et al. [60] suggest the sense of place offers an
interesting point of view for assessing effectiveness of pho-
torealistic 3D visualization. Virtanen et al. [61] find that 3D
geo-visualization helps comprehension of spatial relations.

III. PROPOSED INVESTIGATION AND MEASURES
In his pioneer work about mixed reality taxonomy,
P. Milgram et al. [62] defined reality as what can be observed
through either direct viewing (defined as ‘‘the viewing expe-
rience of a live scene’’) or indirect viewing (‘‘a live scene
observed through amedium’’).We are in this work addressing
those two aspects of Milgram et al.’s reality because we wish
to understand what makes VR-headset’s indirect viewing
closer to direct-viewing. This means in other words, to have
images that resemble observations with the naked eye when
viewed through the VR medium. We call it: realistic viewing.

We understand the above leads to a complex and extended
investigation due to the many aspects and parameters a real-
istic viewing involves. We delimitate then our assessment
by focusing on some of the elements indicated by the liter-
ature as relevant to a realistic visual experience. Literature
works show that scene illumination and viewing setups affect
visual realism, with consequence on presence, emotion, and
depth perception. We decide then to investigate the effect of
some display and environment elements to realistic viewing.
We focus on: display pixel-density, and environment illumi-
nation and distance to objects. We add to our investigation
a specific study looking at the role of previous knowledge,
based on what we have learnt on sense of place from literature
works.

A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• Display.How display pixel-density affects realistic view-
ing experience?

The literature has shown that display quality is connected
to its lighting characteristics (color, contrast, etc.), and
these affect some human factors (realisms, presence, etc.).
We focus on the effect of display pixel-density towards real-
istic viewing.

• Environment.How the perceived sense of realism varies
for different types of environments?

The literature has shown that the portrayed environment char-
acteristics affect some human factors. We focus on the effect
of environment illumination and spatial perception.

• Familiarity.How place familiarity affects realistic view-
ing experience?

The literature has shown that previous knowledge may rein-
force or alter perceived presence. We focus on its effect to
visual realism.

We aim to answer the above research questions (repre-
senting independent variables) by asking users to judge on a
number of factors (dependent variables) that can potentially
affect them. Subjective ratings and measurements represent
trustable indications for immersive VR systems due to the
high user involvement and observable effects those systems
provide [66]. The ratings are related to display perceived
lighting and human sensations in terms of visual realism,
presence, emotions, and depth impression. The measure-
ments are related to the perceived distance to objects.

Our study is unprecedent and merely explorative.
We hardly find previous research on contribution of visual
realism when observing omnidirectional three-dimensional
photographs of real places through a VR headset. We hope
our study can raise awareness on the effect that photo-based
VR representations have towards visual realism.

B. DISPLAY FACTORS
The difficulty in isolating a specific system element is typical
when assessing VR systems. This is even more difficult
nowadays as we predominately use off-the-shelf systems.
We are aware this represents a limitation in our study but
believe we can still provide meaningful results as seen
in many literatures works. Bowman et al. [18] discuss this
issue for image-resolution in support of multiple-component
assessments.

We want to assess display quality by interrogating users
on a number of image lighting characteristics. We choose
the below listed elements, and for each element we ask
users to rate the element’s perceived relevance to realistic
viewing.

• Pixel-Density. Overall pixels’ number divided by
screen-size. It is related to image resolution and provides
an indication of the perceived degree of detail. It affects
image illumination too.

• Lightness. Overall perceived light intensity. It typically
depends on display luminance (amount of light radiance)
and the set display brightness.

• Color. Combination of light’s hue and intensity. It rep-
resents the wide variety of color shades.

• Contrast. Difference in lightness between pixels. It typ-
ically indicates the overall tonal range, which distin-
guishes between brightness and darkness. The perceived
contrast in photographs depends on the location ofwhere
shadows and highlights occur [33].

• Vividness. Clarity, richness and liveness of the image.
It typically represents the contrast of image mid-tones
(leaving shadows and highlights unchanged) enhancing
the appearance of overall details.

• Sharpness. Distinctiveness among pixels. It indicates
how well pixel borders merge together and therefore the
perceived focus (level of detail).
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• Definition. Absence of blurs and pixelation. It typically
indicates clarity of all represented objects.

C. HUMAN FACTORS
Human Factors are relevant because of their relation to
visual impression and to display factors. We interrogate users
on the perceived: visual realism, presence, emotions and
depth impression. We also ask users to estimate distance
to objects to assess its potential role in realistic viewing
experience.

1) VISUAL REALISM
There is no standard approach to determine visual realism
in VR applications [64], [65], but few inspiring examples
mostly related to specific applications. A number of authors
propose the use of image-quality metrics and subjective rat-
ing to assess visual realism, image quality and naturalness.
Brackney et al. [66] indicate interaction, control and motion,
as relevant elements that should be part of a realism ques-
tionnaire and proposes the use of the INASCL simulator [67],
which contemplates 11 criteria including fidelity, defined as
true-to-life experience. It divides realism as physical, concep-
tual and psychological, with all those aspects to contribute to
engagement and to be included when assessing realism of VR
simulations. Wilson [63] proposes the Realism Assessment
Questionnaire, partially inspired by Hill [68], and applies it
to colonoscopy studies.

We propose to interrogate users on four questions, taken
from the experienced realism subscale of the Igroup Presence
Questionnaire (IPQ), also referred as realness [36], [69].
We add then two questions related to photorealism. Questions
are summarized below:

• Realness. (a) Similarity to real world; (b) experience
similar to real world; (c) similarity to imagined world;
(d) excessive realism [69].

• Photorealism. Overall level of photorealism.
• Similarity to photo/video. Experience similar to seeing a
photo or video.

2) PRESENCE
Different methods have been proposed to assess the sense
of presence, which are typically based on subjective ratings
given through validated questionnaire. Among the most pop-
ular, Slater, Usoh and Steed [31], Witmer and Singer [9] and
the above mentioned IPQ [36]. We propose to rely on the use
of the IPQ. Therefore, our questions address the followings:

• Overall Presence. (P1) Sense of being there.
• Spatial Presence. (SP1) Sense of surrounding reality;
(SP2) perceiving pictures only; (SP3) feeling present in
virtual space; (SP4) sense of acting there; (SP5) feeling
present in virtual environment.

• Involvement. (INV1) real world awareness; (INV2) real
world unawareness; (INV3) attention to surrounding
reality; (INV4) attention to VR world.

3) EMOTIONS
Authors have typically investigated this aspect through ques-
tionnaires targeting specific emotions and visual elements
expected to elicit emotions, e.g. image characteristic such as
light intensity, shadows and colors. We propose a number of
potentially relevant emotions (selected after a pilot assess-
ment) and ask users about their current sensation towards the
emotion. At the end of the entire evaluation, we also ask users
about their: sensation of being back to reality. The selected
emotions are listed below.

• Emotions. Happiness; Enjoyment; Relaxation; Scari-
ness; Sadness; Anxiety; Anger; Surprise; and Back to
reality sensation.

4) DEPTH IMPRESSION
As seen in previous works, we ask users generic questions
about the delivered sense of three-dimensional appearance.
We also ask for users’ opinion on contribution of depth
impression towards other factors.

• Depth Impression. (a) Overall depth impression (deliv-
ered sense of three-dimensional appearance); (b) Speed
to get 3D impression.

• Depth Contribution. (c) Depth impression contribution
to realism; (d) Depth impression contribution to emo-
tions; (e) LSC to 3D (lights, shadows and colors contri-
butions to depth impression).

5) DEPTH ESTIMATION
Distance estimation and perceived depth have been measured
in different works through quantified judgements reported
by users [21], [54]. The methods typically rely on either
interactive procedures or motionless observations.

In case of interactive procedures, distance is estimated by
asking users to perform specific actions, e.g. when inves-
tigating FOV and minification in VR images. Some works
estimate distances through blind walks [37], [47]; others
through directed walks [48]; and through triangulated walks
techniques [53].

In case of motionless observations, distance is estimated
by asking users to perform observations statically. Rel-
evant examples based on image comparison include the
works of Hibbard et al. [70], which associates eye-disparity
increase and realism of S3D views to depth judgement,
and Baek et al. [71], which investigates the role played by
different displays and related parameters (FOV, resolution,
brightness, S3D, camera distance) to distance estimation.

In our assessment, we are most related to the case of
motionless observations, being our observed scenery static
with users not allowed to move except for turning their head
around. We therefore follow what is a common approach
for distance perception in this type of observation, which
is based on motionless depth judgements. We ask users to
estimate egocentric distance to 6 pre-selected scene elements
and relative distance between 5 of them.We then estimate the
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average relative error as in [37] and depth perception accuracy
based on Baek’s formulation [71].

For our distance estimation, we consider a range where
humans (under direct viewing) can generally benefit from
binocular vision (0.3-10meters) [72]. This is relevant because
of its demonstrated positive contribution to realism and pres-
ence. The proposed assessment compares users’ estimates to
ground truth and between the two environments.

• Distance Estimation: (a) Egocentric distance estimation
to 6 scene-elements; (b) Relative distance estimation
between 5 scene-elements.

IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
For this study informed consent was obtained.

A. USER STUDY 1: DISPLAY AND ENVIRONMENT
We conducted a within-subject study with 20 test-users. Par-
ticipants’ age ranged between 22 and 53, with an average of
28. The study had the conditions described below.

• Display
We chose two displays that mainly differed in pixel-density,
aiming to gain insight on how much this element can affect
the considered display and human factors. More details about
displays and their choice are in section IV-C.
A. LG display. It has higher pixel-density.
B. iPhone display. It has lower pixel-density.
• Environment

We chose two environments that mainly differed in illumina-
tion conditions and distance to objects, aiming to gain insight
on how much those characteristics can affect the considered
display and human factors.

1. Island. It portrays a wide range of light-intensities and
colors. It has a high range of distances to objects.

2. Cave. It portrays a limited range of light-intensities
and colors. It has a low range of distances to
objects.

We tested all combinations of the above conditions related
to display and environment by running pairwise comparisons
on displays (A1 vs B1, A2 vs B2, A1+A2 vs B1+B2) and
environments (A1 vs A2, B1 vs B2, A1+B1 vs A2+B2).

B. USER STUDY 2: FAMILIARITY
We conducted an in-between subject study with 40 test-users.
Participants’ age ranged between 25 and 58, with an average
of 32. Participant had none to good experience with VR
devices and computer games (uniformly distributed). The
study had the conditions described below.

• Familiarity
We chose two user groups that differed for their prior knowl-
edge of the shown environments, aiming to gain insight on
how much familiarity with the observed place can affect
visual realism and presence. The study had the conditions
described below.

C. Site-Familiar. Users that knew well the observed site.
D. Unfamiliar. Users that had never been in the observed

site.

We tested the two above conditions by running pairwise com-
parisons on the two environments. We tested on one display
only for practical reasons. We had therefore the following
combinations: C1 vs D1, C2 vs D2, C1+C2 vs D1+D2.

The site-familiar users were people that worked in the
considered environment and visited the place on a weekly
or monthly base. They were therefore ideal to assess faithful
reproduction of environment objects as they knew them well.
We thought their given scores would be particularly mean-
ingful (a sort of ‘‘ground truth’’). Unfamiliar users could still
judge realism based on appearance of well-known objects
such as trees and landscapes. We considered of interest to
see how site-familiar users’ scores would differ from those
of unfamiliar users.

C. MATERIALS
1) 3D ACQUISITION AND VISUALIZATION
We focus on delivering a realistic true-dimensional visu-
alization. We define it a viewing experience that let users
perceive the actual space dimension, objects’ size and dis-
tance. This is different to what we typically experience
when looking at environment photographs or a show on TV.
In these cases, wide-angle views are often used to include
large space-portions on one single view. The perceived envi-
ronment and object sizes become then typically magnified,
which causes surprise or disappointment when one sees the
portrayed place through own eyes (direct viewing).

Our system capitalizes on the use of high-resolution, omni-
directional and three-dimensional images. It relies on acquir-
ing photographs or videos of a remote place and play them
back appropriately to maximize realistic impression. The
latter is proposed to be achieved from a system concept point
of view through providing:

• High-fidelity images, i.e. deliver faithful representa-
tions through capturing and displaying high-resolution
images, using quality lens and lossless processing algo-
rithms.

• Natural FOV, i.e. deliver a viewing angle that resembles
the one we natural perceive. There is therefore a need
to carefully set acquisition FOV to that typical felt in
humans and align to it the visualization FOV through
a calibration process. The latter involves matching soft-
ware, headset and human FOVs.

• S3D vision, i.e. deliver binocular three-dimensional
visualization captured with human-like camera inter-
ocular distance (IOD) (as it would happen with direct
eye-viewing), visualized with a human-like virtual-
camera IOD (in software), and observed with an head-
set possibly allowing for IOD adjustment according to
user’s interpupillary distance (IPD).
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TABLE 1. Technical specs of our displays (better values in bold).

• Viewing by head-rotation, i.e. deliver panoramic-view
observation by rotating the head, similarly to the way
we naturally see and discover the world around us.

Literature works have indicated that naturalness and realis-
tic space perception are relevant for presence [24], [27],
[36], [37], [38], therefore for our system we made a careful
selection of off-the-shelf hardware and also tried to get our
choices confirmed by running a number of pre-assessments.
We started by having an image capture-visualization system
that would feature high-resolution, omnidirectional, and cor-
rectly proportioned three-dimensional images [94].

For image acquisition we chose the consumer 3D cam-
era Fujifilm 3D FinePix W3 because, among those avail-
able in the market, it provides focal-length and camera
stereo-objectives separation (baseline) closer to the aver-
age human inter-ocular distance IOD (6.5 cm). A dense set
of images were needed to keep distortion low. Therefore,
hundreds high-resolution images of the environment were
captured at set locations by rotating the camera of approx-
imately one degree, up to cover a 360-degree view. Single
overlapping images merged through a stitching process into
one high-resolution panoramic composition using our algo-
rithm based on SIFT-like feature matching [15]. The obtained
panoramas were organized after spherical configuration from
single viewpoint, with stereo-couples going through the same
stitching process to avoid mismatches that can affect 3D
viewing comfort.

2) DISPLAY AND VR HEADSET
We opted for smartphone-based VR goggles because it
allowed us to test with different displays, while keeping the
same remaining headset’s characteristics, such as lens and
eye-display distance. We chose the VR Shinecon glasses. Our
headset allowed users to adjust focus and IOD. We chose the
LG G-series and the Apple iPhone(the display characteristics
are in Table 1). Both displays were IPS LCD.

The two displays differed in size (the LG was 17% larger).
However, the additional display surface was not visible to
users because a display portion was hidden by the headset
structure. This resulted in users observing the same FOV
on both displays (we measured a FOV discrepancy below
5%). The LG display had greater pixel-density compared to

FIGURE 2. The two environments observed in our experiments. The
Lachea island [73] (top and middle left rows) representing richness of
light-intensities with wide-color range and higher distance-range. The
Monello cave [74] (bottom rows) representing low light-intensity and
color ranges, and lower distance-range. The used VR headset is shown in
the middle-right row.

the iPhone, whereas the iPhone display excelled in lighting
characteristics such as: black levels, contrast, grey scale, sat-
uration and color accuracy. We chose the system with lower
pixel-density (iPhone) to have better lighting characteristics
to ensure that a possible lower performance was generally
not to be attributed to display lighting characteristics. Anal-
ogously, a better LG performance was not to be attributed to
better display lighting characteristics. We made sure display
brightness was set as equal as possible using a LUX meter.
Figure 2 shows the VR headset. The Table 1 shows the display
specifications.

3) ENVIRONMENT
We chose two environments with different illumination
conditions. One depicted a wealth of light-intensities with
wide-color and distance ranges. The other one had opposite
characteristics, i.e. low ranges of light-intensities, colors and
distances. The reasons for this choice were in the fact that
the works in literature show that colors, as well as closer
3D views, are expected to increase visual realism, presence,
and spatial perception. Therefore, if the first environment
would have induced for example more realism, this should
be mainly to be attributed to light intensities and colors.
Analogously, a more realistic performance in the second
environment would be mainly to be attributed to the closer
distances (rather than the nearly monochromatic views).
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FIGURE 3. Main experimentation steps.

TABLE 2. Display and human factors assessed in the experiments.

The chosen environments were two nature reserves located
in Sicily (Italy). They were the Lachea Island [73] (fur-
ther referred as island), and the Monello Cave [74] (further
referred as cave). Figure 2 shows images of the two chosen
environments [75].

D. TEST PROCEDURE
The test organization and procedure followed literature rec-
ommendations [76], [77]. Users executed under the same
conditions the tasks described below. The figure 3 shows an
illustration of the main experimentation steps. Table 2 shows
what factors were assessed in each study.

• Introduction. Initially, we provided participants with
an information sheet, consent form and pre-test screen-
ing (background questionnaire and a vision test using
Snellen chart to check if any sight issue. We carefully
explained participants about the meaning of each evalu-
ation factor and the related questions. As image-lighting
characteristics have clear visual meaning, we supported
questions with illustrations.

• Practice.Participants were asked to familiarize with
tasks and system through practice trials. Participants
were asked to explore panoramic views while wearing
the VR headset. Each participant ran trials on each dis-
play and on each environment.

• Selection. The task and environment sequence were
assigned to each participant according to a pre-
determined schedule (based on the Latin square root)
to counterbalance task sequence and avoid fatigue and
learning effects.

• Observation. Participants correctly, firmly, and comfort-
ably, wore the headset. They were then observing the
panoramic view for as long as they needed. During the
observation participants were questioned according to
the set factors and provided answers verbally.

• Estimation. Participants were asked to turn their head to
see a specific portion of the panorama (at a pre-designed
position and orientation). They could not walk, but
they could turn their head around. Participants were
then requested to verbally provide a set number of
measurements (in meters), each including an integer
and one-digit fractional part. They could observe for
how long they needed. The distances asked to be esti-
mated were between 2 and 9.2 meters. The locations of
the 6 observation points were on each environment at
approximately the same distance and orientation from
viewers. The set locations also followed the same dis-
tribution pattern. Positions for distance estimates were
randomly queried. The range of distances were set simi-
lar to that used in the work of Interrante et al. 2008 [36]
to allow for data accuracy comparison. Figure 5 shows
the set views on each environment and table 12 shows
the ground truth distances.

• Questionnaires. We conformed to the traditional
approaches in terms of forms and questionnaires [77],
[78], [79]. Questionnaires were designed according to
the 7-point Likert’s scale and scores range was -3 to 3.
Forms included sections for reporting open comments
through written feedback.

• Test Results. We computed scores’ median and standard
error. We also measure statistical significance by esti-
mating paired Student’s T-test. There is some debate on
whether Likert scale variables can be treated as ordi-
nal or categorical, nonetheless some piece of research
choose to see it as a continuous variable. In our studies
(with 20 users in a within-subject setting and 40 users
in between-subject setting) we verified a normal dis-
tribution of data, and we then computed the p-value
according to the Student’s T test [80]. We measured
the effect of the different displays, environments, and
familiarity on the dependent variables related to display
and human factors. We sat that an alpha of 0.05 as
p value, determined whether the result is judged sta-
tistically significant (tables’ red numbers). Alpha val-
ues between 0.05 and 0.06 were referred as having a
‘‘tendency to significant’’ (tables’ brown numbers). The
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TABLE 3. Image lighting: LG display vs iPhone display (p values).

results are presented and analyzed below according to
each research question and related pairwise compar-
isons. Evaluation measurements are mentioned to per-
form: high for median score between 1.5 to 3; low for
median score -3 to -1.5; and medium for median score
-1 through 1.

V. USER STUDY 1 OUTCOME: DISPLAY
This section analyses results focusing on the role played by
the visual display. Scores were gathered from users looking at
the same environment (either the island or the cave) through
different displays (LG and iPhone). Referring to what is
described in section IV-A this means: A1 vs B1; A2 vs B2;
and A1+A2 vs B1+B2. Figure 4 and tables 3 through 6 show
the obtained results.

A. DISPLAY FACTORS
Results: Relevance to realistic viewing scored high on both
displays on image contrast, sharpness and definition; and
on the LG display only on image lightness and color. All
other image characteristics scored medium. The LG display
performed significantly better than iPhone the perceived rel-
evance to realistic viewing provided by: pixel-density (scores
of both environments combined led to p = 0.0482, whereas
scores from the island only led to p = 0.0306); color (scores
in the cave led to p = 0.043, and scores in both environments
led to a tendency to significant, resulting in p = 0.059;
vividness(scores in the island led to p = 0.0248); sharpness
(scores in the cave led to p = 0.0473); and lightness (scores
in the island led to a tendency to significant, resulting in
p = 0.0538). Table 3 shows all p-values.

Analysis: The high scores on a few factors and the medium
scores on the remaining one, indicate that users were gen-
erally satisfied with both the displays and considered them
of high quality. The scores on pixel-density indicates the
higher LG display’s pixel-density was noted by the users, and
has therefore potential to play a role towards other factors.
As for color performing higher on LG display, this is contrary
to what one would expect looking at display related specs.
The above results and some literature works stating display
resolution and pixel-density enabling for more detailed repro-
duction of color shades and contrast [18], [19], [81], make
us think it is the LG higher pixel-density causing higher
perception of color contribution to realistic viewing. The
higher pixel-density appears therefore to outweigh the better
iPhone’s display color accuracy and higher specs in terms
of: grayscale, saturation, black and white levels, and contrast
ratio. As for vividness, lightness and sharpness, there is clear
indication of their contribution to perceived realism.

TABLE 4. Visual Realism: LG display vs iPhone display (p values).

TABLE 5. Overall and Spatial Presence: LG vs iPhone displays (p values).

Overall, the outcome of display factors represents a new
finding not specifically addressed in the literature. It shows
a dominant role of display pixel-density compared to the
display lighting characteristics.

B. HUMAN FACTORS
1) VISUAL REALISM
Results: The scores of similarity to real world and experience
similar to real world were all high, with top values on LG
in the cave (median 3 and 2.5 respectively). The first factor
recorded a significant better performance of the LG display
in the cave (p = 0.0049) and a tendency to significantly
better performance in the island and on both environments
(p = 0.0539 and p = 0.0514 respectively). The second factor
recorded a significant better performance of the LG display
in the island (p = 0.0045). The scores for similarity to the
imagined world were medium to high with the LG display
performing significantly better than iPhone in the cave (p =

0.0357). Excessive realism scored low (median -3 to -2.5) and
similarly on both displays. Photorealism scored high on both
displays, whereas scores for similarity to photo/video were
slightly lower. There were no significant differences on both
factors. Table 5 shows the p-values.

Analysis: Realness scored high-level and consistently
across its four factors. Users commented of a remarkable
similarity to reality, which was only undermined by the lack
of environment dynamics and the limited movement options
beside head-rotation. Photorealism was highly appreciated
and often commented as ‘‘very impressive’’, ‘‘effective’’ and
‘‘definitely greater than that provided by a photograph’’.
The latter explains the slightly lower scores of the similar-
ity to photo/video. The overall outcome for visual realism
confirmed effectiveness of our system, which indicates that
image acquisition and processing did a good job in maintain-
ing high quality and well combined with visualization. From
users’ comments and scores, we can state that the vivid and
highly photorealistic images do not replace for the lack of
dynamics and missing user’s actions, but images still induce
a very realistic visual experience.

Many users pointed that a correct depth impression
was a key supporting element, which is in line with [20]
and [24]. The higher visual realism of the display with higher
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FIGURE 4. Outcome for User Study 1 showing median values (with standard error): Image-Lighting (top-row); Visual Realism (2nd row from top);
Presence (3rd row from bottom); Emotion (bottom-row). The displays are indicated as LG and iPhone, the environments as Island and Cave. For
Display-related pairwise comparisons, pay attention to (A1 vs B1), (A2 vs B2) and (A1+A2 vs B1+B2). For Environment-related comparisons, pay attention
to (A1 vs A2), (B1 vs B2) and (A1+B1 vs A2+B2).

pixel-density (LG) is generally expected, but we have now
shown this has taken place also against better display lighting
specs.

2) PRESENCE
Results: Both displays scored high the overall presence (P1),
surrounding reality (SP1), feeling presence in virtual space
(SP3) and feeling present in virtual environment(SP5). The
SP1, SP3 and SP5 saw a significantly better performance
of the LG display over the iPhone in the island only (p =

0.0211, p = 0.0458 and p = 0.0193 respectively). Low
were the scores of perceiving pictures only (SP2), with the LG
display scoring a tendency to significant better performance
in the cave (p = 0.052); whereas the sense of acting there

(SP4) scored medium, with the LG display scoring signifi-
cantly better in the cave (p = 0.044).

The real world awareness and unawareness, and attention
to the VR world(INV1, INV2 and INV4 respectively) scored
high (median 3 for INV1 and INV2); whereas the attention
to surrounding reality (INV3) scored low (median -3). The
scores for both displays were very similar, therefore no sig-
nificant differences were recorded. Tables 5 and 6 show all
p-values.

Analysis: The outcome clearly shows both displays gave
users a strong sense of overall and spatial presence. The
latter being undermined only by the static nature of the
images, which affected the acting there (SP4) factor. Fourteen
out of twenty users (70%) positively commented about VR
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TABLE 6. Involvement: LG display vs iPhone display (p values).

headsets’ suitability to scene exploration. In particular, they
found natural with both displays to explore the scenes through
head rotation and believed this highly contributed towards
increasing spatial presence in the remote place. This is in
line with the literature [9], [82], [92]. Twelve users (60%)
were also particularly appreciative of the headsets’ light-
weight, portability and the provided sense of isolation from
the surrounding environment, which they commented as also
contributing to presence [32].

The significant better performance of surrounding reality
(SP1) on the LG display only, was credited to the higher
pixel-density, which is in line with some literature [39]. The
low scores given to the perceiving pictures only factor (SP2)
indicates effectiveness of presence and of visual realism too,
(pictures as such were no longer noted). Despite scoring
medium the sense of acting there(SP4), users commented the
observation as ‘‘very engaging’’, ‘‘rich of visible elements’’
and ‘‘showing great variation over different viewing direc-
tions’’. Interestingly the SP4 significant higher scores in the
cave environment of the LG display compared to the iPhone,
were often commented as caused by the closer distances
calling for frequent head rotations.

Regarding real world awareness and unawareness (INV1
and INV2), scores show that users clearly forgot about their
actual premises once they wore the VR headset. HMDs
are well-known for their isolation from surrounding space,
which in our case appeared further enhanced by strong depth
impression (leading to high spatial presence). The two dis-
plays scoring high and nearly identical demonstrate good
quality. The attention to surrounding reality (INV3) and
attention to virtual world(INV4) scoring opposite (low and
high) are what is expected to demonstrate great involvement.

In summary, both displays seemed to be able to convey
high presence despite the static content, with the LG display
in most cases performing better than the iPhone in bringing
a greater surrounding sensation (in the island) and a stronger
sense of acting (in the cave).

3) EMOTIONS
Results: Users scored high on both displays happiness, enjoy-
ment and surprise, and on LG display relaxation. Users
scored medium all the other factors except for anger, which
scored low. There were no significant differences between the
displays, except for anxiety in the islandwhere the LG display
scored significantly higher (p = 0.045). Table 7 shows all
p-values.

Analysis: The above outcome indicates emotions are trig-
gered and most of them are positive, which goes perfectly
along with what assessed in [43] regarding perceived physical

TABLE 7. Emotions: LG display vs iPhone display (p values).

TABLE 8. Image lighting: Island vs Cave (p values).

fidelity through quality of experience, and in [44] regarding
S3D image quality affecting emotions. As for the signifi-
cantly greater anxiety when observing the island through the
LG, this may be due to the greater pixel-density. The outcome
for back to reality sensation after the VR experience, was
varied. To some, it induced excitement, to others disappoint-
ment. This seemed therefore to be a subjective aspect.

VI. USER STUDY 1 OUTCOME: ENVIRONMENT
This section analyses results focusing on the role played by
the shown environment. Scores were gathered from users
looking through the same display (either LG or iPhone),
at two different environments (the island and the cave). Refer-
ring to what is described in section IV-A this means: A1 vs
A2; B1 vs B2; and A1+B1 vs A2+B2. Figures 4 through
7 and tables 8 through 11 show the obtained results.

A. DISPLAY FACTORS
Results: The contribution of definition to realistic viewing
scored high in both environments. The contribution of light-
ness, color, contrast and vividness to realistic viewing scored
high in the island only. The contribution of sharpness to real-
istic viewing scored high in the cave only. As for contribution
of pixel-density to realistic viewing, it scored high in the
island, but only when observed through the LG display.

We can observe that scores in the island were significantly
higher compared to the cave: on both displays in terms of
contribution to realism given by pixel-density, lightness and
color (respectively p = 0.0058, p = 0.0212, p = 0.0046);
and on each single display, (except for color on the LG
display where only a tendency to significant difference was
recorded, p = 0.0567). There was no significant difference
for contribution of lightness on the iPhone. The contribution
to realistic viewing of vividness scored significantly higher
in the island (p = 0.0401), whereas the contribution of
sharpness scored significantly higher in the cave on the LG
display and on both displays (equally with p = 0.002).
Table 8 shows all p-values.
Analysis: If we compare data from the two environ-

ments on both displays combined (first row in table 8) with
data from each individual display (so either LG or iPhone,
respectively second and third rows), we note the significant
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TABLE 9. Visual Realism: Island vs Cave display (p values).

differences occurring when combining data of both displays
still occur on each individual display only in case of pixel-
density and color. This shows the environment plays a major
role compared to display on those two factors.

According to users’ comments, the contribution of pixel-
density to realistic viewing was very appreciated in the island
because objects were looking well defined even at the far
distances this environment portrayed. The above indicated
contribution of pixel-density is related to represented object
distances. As for color contribution to perceived realism,
it was very appreciated in the island because of the wider
color-range and warmer tones. This indicates scene light-
ing plays a role towards contribution of color to perceived
realism.

As for contribution of lightness and sharpness, the sig-
nificant differences between environments when data from
both displays are combined, were confirmed on LG only. The
contribution of vividness was significantly different on the
LG display only. The above outcome tells us the role played
by the environment over lightness, sharpness and vividness,
is subject to the role played by the display. In other words,
we can say that we need the LG display higher pixel-density
to trigger a significant difference in the contribution of those
factors to perceived realism.

B. HUMAN FACTORS
1) VISUAL REALISM
Results: The two environments showed high median values
over all visual realism factors except for the excessive realism
which scored low. There were no significant differences in all
the realness factors except for the similarity to the imagined
world, where the contribution to realism in the island scored
significantly higher when observed through the LG display
only. The contribution of Photorealism scored significantly
higher in the cave on both display and on the LG display only
(p = 0.0369 and p = 0.0397 respectively). Table 9 shows all
p-values.

Analysis: The overall outcome confirmed the high level
of visual realism experienced by the users on both environ-
ments. The significant higher values related of the contribu-
tion to photorealism in the cave is surprising because of the
nearly monochromatic appearance, which was supposed to
undermine it, and of the portrayed closer distance to objects,
expected to make it easier the discovery of deformations [83].
The higher LG’s pixel-density appear to counterbalance the
above aspects by providing sharper images, which as earlier
mentioned were well appreciated on closer objects, and the
cave has plenty of them.

TABLE 10. Overall and Spatial Presence: Island vs Cave display (p values).

TABLE 11. Involvement: Island vs Cave display (p values).

2) PRESENCE
Results: Both environments scored high the sense of being
there (P1), surrounding reality (SP1), feeling presence in
virtual space factor (SP3) and feeling present in virtual envi-
ronment(SP5). The SP1, SP3 and SP5 saw significant higher
values in the island when merging scores of both displays
(p = 0.0273, p = 0.0273 and p = 0.0368 respectively),
and on LG display only (p = 0.0436, p = 0.0382 and p =

0.0141 respectively). Low were the scores of the perceiving
pictures only (SP2), and medium were the scores of the sense
of acting there (SP4), with the cave scoring SP4 significantly
higher than the island on all display combinations (p =

0.0096 on both display data, p = 0.0429 on LG display only,
and p = 0.0487 on iPhone display only). Table 10 shows all
p-values.

The real world awareness and unawareness (INV1 and
INV2) scored high (median 3) and it scored similarly in both
environments. The attention to surrounding reality (INV3)
scored low with a tendency to significant higher values in the
island on both displays combined (p = 0.0569). The attention
to the VR world (INV4), scored high on both environments
with the island performing significantly higher on both dis-
plays (p = 0.0001), on LG display only (p = 0.0016) and
on iPhone display only (p = 0.0074). Table 11 shows all
p-values.

Analysis: Both environments gave users strong overall
presence and spatial presence. The significant better per-
formance in the island compared to cave on SP1, SP3 and
SP5, was clearly triggered by the LG display. If we add the
considerations made in the previous section on SP1, SP3
and SP5 factors (LG significantly higher performance in the
island only), we observe once again it is the combination
island – LG display that triggers the difference.

With the support of users’ comments, we can conclude that
the island’s enhanced sense of presence is due partially to
the wider environment-views (confirming [39]), and partially
to the good lit and wide-color spectrum (confirming [84]);
whereas the cave’s enhanced sense of acting seems mainly
geared by the close-distance views calling for head rotation
to discover the environment.

Interestingly, both in case of the island and cave, it is the
use of the LG display that makes the differences significant.
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TABLE 12. Emotions: Island vs Cave display (p values).

Looking at the display specs we could argue it is the higher
pixel-density triggering the difference.

The effective sense of isolation from the surrounding space
the HMD provides is again confirmed on INV1 and INV2,
whereas the tendency to significant higher performance on
INV3 and INV4 in the island, appears due to the island’s
richer scenario.

Looking at the overall outcome for environment and dis-
play, it can be asserted it is the content playing a major
role compared to display. E.g. the island’s colorful landscape
results more appealing to viewers than the cave monochro-
matic views, which affects involvement and most of the spa-
tial presence factors.

3) EMOTIONS
Results: The scores in both environments were high for hap-
piness, enjoyment and surprise. In the island scores were high
on relaxation only, whereas in the cave scores were high on
scariness and anxiety. The scores were low in both environ-
ments on anger. The most significant difference is on relax-
ation with island performing higher than cave (p <0.0001 on
both and on each display). The island also performed signif-
icantly higher on enjoyment on both displays and LG only
(p = 0.0488 and p = 0.0279 respectively), whereas the cave
performed significantly higher on anxiety on both displays
(p = 0.0031) and on iPhone only (p = 0.0071). Table 12
shows all p-values.
Analysis: Emotions were largely triggered in both envi-

ronments. The main reasons why the island scores signifi-
cantly higher on enjoyment and relaxation were identified by
users as due to its warm colors. This goes along with [42],
addressing contribution of lighting in realistically portrayed
virtual environments. As for sadness, scariness and anxiety,
we noted higher values in the cave. Fifteen of our users
(75%) commented these three types of emotions were elicited
by the nearly monochromatic scenes and lack of daylight.
It was also noted that scariness and anxiety appeared further
enhanced by the cave’s closer distances (e.g. walls and stones)
triggering more rapid head-movements than in the island.

We observe a similar general trend between the over-
all presence (P1) and the emotion’s happiness and enjoy-
ment factors, which is supported by many literature
works [16], [41], [85], [86], [82].

4) DEPTH IMPRESSION
Results: Figure 6 shows the outcome of our Depth Impression
questionnaire. The test was only conducted on the LG display
for practical issues. The overall depth impression scored high

FIGURE 5. This island’ and cave’ set scenarios for users’ distance
estimation: egocentric distance to the center of while circles; relative
distance among the circles (red arrows). The white circles and red arrows
are only for reader’s comprehension and were not shown to users. Users
held a small red cross indicating the locations.

FIGURE 6. Left: Outcome for: Depth Impression; indicating median and
standard error values. Right: Depth Perception Accuracy in % is estimated
as in [75]. A 5% error is considered neglectable.

TABLE 13. Depth Impression: Island vs Cave display (p values).

on both environments, with the cave performing significantly
(p = 0.0377).

Medium to high values were the scores of the other factors
with no significant differences. We noted the depth contri-
bution to emotions was generally higher in the cave. The
LSC to 3D (benefits from light, shadows and colors towards
depth impression) scored high in both environments, with the
island performing significantly higher (p = 0.0171). Table 13
shows all p-values

Analysis: The overall depth impression factor scored
high in both the environments, despite their difference in
terms of light-intensities and distance-range. This shows
our system successfully provides three-dimensional impres-
sion. Users commented to get a greater depth impression
on the closer portrayed objects (e.g. cave stones and walls),
which is in line to what happens with real environment
observations [87], [88]. It confirms the relevant contri-
bution of binocular depth-cue on short-medium distances
(0.3-10 meters [69]), which occurs more relevantly in the
cave because of the more objects at closer distances. Users
indicated the strong depth impression contributed to enjoy-
ment in both environments (and to perhaps to scariness too as
commented regarding emotions). This is a fascinating aspect
worth further studies.

Concerning the LSC to 3D factor, the illumination clearly
played a role towards 3D impression, which is in general
agreement with literature works on the contribution of light,
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TABLE 14. Depth Estimation: Island vs Cave display (p values).

TABLE 15. Locations’ ground truth value for egocentric distance and
relative distance estimations (in meters).

FIGURE 7. Average relative error (in meters) for egocentric distance and
relative distance estimated by users for positions e1 through e6, and for
positions between r1-r2, r2-r3, r3-r4 and r5-r6.

shadows and colors to depth perception [31], [89], [84].
The LSC to 3D significantly higher performance in the
island was according to the 90% of users, due to the
many colors. We deem that colors particularly supported
the monocular depth-cues induced at the higher distance-
range (over 10 m.), compensating for the lack of binocu-
lar depth-cues [72]. Users also indicated that shadows were
felt in the cave as main contributors to the perceived depth
impression.

5) DISTANCE ESTIMATION
Results: Figures 8 shows users’ performance for egocentric
distance estimation. The test was only conducted on the LG
display for practical reasons. Both in the island and cave,
we could observe higher accuracy in our intermediate loca-
tions (e3, e4, e5, r2, r3). The table 15 shows ground truth
values for island and cave locations.

The average relative error was below 5% for island’s r2
and r3 and cave’s e4 and e5, and only 2% for the island’s
e4. The errors for island’s r3 and e4 were significantly lower
compared to the analogous cave’s locations (p = 0.021, p =

0.045), whereas the error for cave’s e5 (compared to island’s
e5) was with a tendency of being significantly lower.

The average relative error was between 5% and 8% for
island’s e1, e3, e5, e6 and cave’s e3 and r3; whereas it was
between 12% and 19% for island’s e2 and cave’s e1 and e6.
The errors for island’s e1 and e6 were significantly lower,
and that for island’s e2 significantly higher, compared to
cave’s equivalent locations. The p values were respectively
p = 0.019, p = 0.002, p = 0.020). There were otherwise no
significant errors. Table 14 shows all p-values.
Analysis: The average relative error is contained, and

it is also comparable to that measured in the work of

TABLE 16. Visual Realism: Site-Familiar vs Unfamiliar (p values).

Interrante et al. [37]. The above facts imply the proposed
acquisition and visualization settings well support realis-
tic distance estimation. The estimates’ accuracy is overall
comparable in both environments despite the differences in
illumination and objects’ distance. This indicates acquisi-
tion and visualization settings play a greater role than envi-
ronment characteristics. Figure 7 diagrams also show users
typically underestimated distances (negative error values),
which is typical when observing synthetic scenes through an
HMD [47], [49].

The good accuracy when observing the island (with the
higher number of significantly better values), is sustained
by many users’ comments. They indicate that the cave’s
represented stalactites and stalagmites with relatively smooth
surfaces of unknown size and shape, make more difficult to
comprehend their precise 3D locations. On the other hand, the
outdoor island’s views portraying more complex and artic-
ulated objects’ shapes, such as the green multi-directional
prickly pears’ blades, provide a well contrasted object’s
appearance that makes easier comprehend object’s 3D posi-
tions and orientation. Furthermore, the island observed points
represent smaller surfaces than in the cave, which also sup-
ports distance-estimation accuracy [71].

VII. USER STUDY 2 OUTCOME: FAMILIARITY
This section analyzes results focusing on the role played by
place familiarity. Scores were gathered from both unfamiliar
and site-familiar users looking at two different environments
(island and cave) through the same display (iPhone). Refer-
ring to what is described in section IV-A this means: C1 vs
D1, C2 vs D2 and C1+C2 vs D1+D2. Figure 8 and tables 16
through 18 show results.

A. HUMAN FACTORS
1) VISUAL REALISM
Results: Users scored realness high-level (i.e. high scores
on all factors except for excessive realism). There were no
significant differences except on experience similar to real
world, where site-familiar users scored significantly higher
in the island (p = 0.0458). Photorealism scored high with
site-familiar users scoring it significantly higher than unfa-
miliar in the island (p = 0.0285). Table 16 shows all
p-values.

Analysis: Visual realism scored high-level overall. It is
of great interest and surprising to note the high-scores site-
familiar users provided when observing the two environ-
ments. This is noted because the judgement of site-familiar
users is based on correct environment knowledge, e.g. trees’
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FIGURE 8. Outcome for User Study 2: Visual Realism (top-row)and Presence (bottom-row). Indicated values are median and standard error. Site
familiarity is indicated by SF, whereas unfamiliarity to the site is indicated by UF. The two environments are indicated as Island and Cave.

and rocks’ shapes. Therefore, they should be the best in
spotting to unnatural appearance due to mismatches and
deformations and therefore lowering their scores. It is also
interesting to note that site-familiar and unfamiliar users’
scores are generally similar.

Concerning photorealism, we know from the liter-
ature that it contributes to distance perception and
depth-impression both for those familiar and unfamiliar to
a place [56], [89], [90]. We can then observe that high
photorealism seems to further support those site-familiars.
However, this only happens in the island case. Users referred
the island’s higher scores were due to its image characteristics
(illumination and colors) providing a more convincing effect.
This would also justify the significant higher scores the same
users give on the same environment to the experience similar
to real world factor.
Overall, the comparison between site-familiar and unfa-

miliar users gave an outcome opposite to supposition.
We expected unfamiliar users would overlook deforma-
tions or wrong details in scene elements, as they would
not know the actual look of things, e.g. they would not
notice trees that look taller or rocks with deformed shapes,
whereas site-familiar users would be more critical. Rather,
site-familiar users generally gave higher scores than unfa-
miliar users, and their comments were more appreciative.
They typically commented seeing very realistically looking
environments.

2) PRESENCE
Results: Site-familiar users scored presence generally higher
than unfamiliar users. The scores of site-familiar users on
overall presence (P1) were significantly higher than unfa-
miliar users in the island (p = 0.0333), and with a ten-
dency to significant higher difference when considering both

TABLE 17. Overall, Spatial Presence: Site-Familiar vs Unfamiliar
(p values).

TABLE 18. Involvement: Site-Familiar vs Unfamiliar (p values).

environments’ scores combined (p = 0.0599). We found no
significant differences on spatial presence (SP1-SP5).
Site-familiar users scored attention to surrounding reality

(INV3) and attention to VRworld (INV4) significantly higher
in the cave (respectively p = 0.0235 and p = 0.001).
Tables 17 and 18 show all p-values.

Analysis: The generally higher scores of site-familiar users
seemed connected to the more enthusiastic attitude these
users had. According to their comments, the positive attitude
came by seeing realistic visual reproductions of places they
knewwell, which broughtmemories. This is in line with some
literature work indicating a correlation between familiarity
and presence [91], [93].

Interestingly, the significantly better performance of
site-familiar users when observing the island did not occur
in the cave for P1, because unfamiliar users scored it higher.
Based on users’ comments, those higher scores were given
because of the stronger depth impression the cave delivered,
which enhanced presence.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated the effect of photographic realism
in VR when observing real places through a VR headset.
We focused on the role played by: pixel-density (display);
illumination and object distances (environment); previous
knowledge (familiarity). Experimental data were gathered by
interrogating users on the effect of a number of display and
human factors (image lighting, visual realism, presence, emo-
tions, depth impression and distance estimation), which were
presented and analyzed according to the research questions.
The main outcomes are summarized below.

• Display. The users appreciated the quality of both dis-
plays. They felt that image lighting factors, such as
color, lightness, vividness and sharpness, contributed
to realistic viewing. The contribution of higher pixel-
density was positively felt and it prevailed over better
lighting specs, leading to a significant improvement in
some realness and spatial presence factors.

• Environment. The environment showed to affect the
felt contribution to realistic viewing provided by pixel-
density, lightness, color, vividness, and photorealism.
It relevantly influenced spatial presence and in par-
ticularly the sense of acting there (in the visualized
world), as well as involvement in terms of attention to VR
world. Some emotions were clearly elicited. They were
enjoyment and relaxation (while observing the island)
and anxiety (while observing the cave). Both environ-
ment’s illumination and distance to objects appeared to
contribute towards depth impression, respectively in the
island and cave. The cave scored a significantly higher
depth impression because of the binocular depth-cues
induced by the close distance to objects.

• Display-Environment Combination. The environment
generally played a stronger role than the display, which
proved that good quality displays are ‘‘transparent’’ to
scene content. Nonetheless, the display characteristics
were still able to further enhance image-lighting, spatial
presence and some elements of visual realism and emo-
tions, leading to significant score differences between
one specific display-environment combination and all
the others. This was the case for the LG-Island and the
LG-Cave combinations. In case of emotions, the higher
pixel-density display specifically enhanced enjoyment in
the island and anxiety in the cave.

• Depth Perception. Depth sensation emerged as relevant
element supported by environment illumination and dis-
tance to objects. It also seemed to possibly affect anx-
iety in the cave. The used system proved being able
to provide effective 3D viewing and accurate distance
estimation, with similar accuracy in both environments.

• Familiarity. The effectiveness of our systems was con-
firmed by site-familiar users scoring high visual realism
and presence. Interestingly, site-familiar users scored
some factors even significantly higher than users unfa-
miliar to the observed place, which proved that previous

knowledge can positively enhance perceived realism and
presence, e.g. by bringing memories. This represents a
fascinating aspect worth future investigation.

The performed studies proved the overall effectiveness of the
visual experience provided by omnidirectional photorealis-
tic images, observed through a VR-headset, and displayed
through three-dimensional and true-dimensional settings.
Users’ scores were generally high for visual realism, pres-
ence, emotions and depth impression, whereas distance esti-
mation had accuracy acceptable for many applications.
We deem the outcome of both experiments was positive,

particularly if we consider the limitations in terms of static
images and a choice for system elements constrained by the
use of off-the-shelf devices (camera and display). We hope
this paper provides useful insight to VR system designers and
helps understanding the potential VR headsets and photore-
alistic texture have towards several applications. Future work
will include the use of dynamic sceneries and a comparison
with synthetic image textures.
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